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Access to orientational information through the measurement of
short-range dipolar couplings in weakly oriented molecules has
created new opportunities for the structure determination of
proteins1-3 and nucleic acids4-7 by NMR. The ability to determine
a local order matrix, and thereby define dynamics along a protein
backbone8 or in different regions of multisubunit nucleic acids,9

offers the possibility of gaining unique insights not only into the
time-averaged structure, but also into the degree of internal
dynamics, averaged over the entire time regime from milli- to
femtoseconds.10

A prerequisite for determining local order in a single alignment
medium is that dipolar couplings are available for an element of
known local structure, containing at least five different internuclear
vectors. Here, we demonstrate a simple and accurate experiment
for measurement of five such couplings from a single E.COSY11

cross-peak pattern for the ribose sugars in an RNA oligomer. The
couplings are extracted from the H1′-C1′-C2′-H2′ ribose spin
system. Analogous to the protein triple resonance naming conven-
tion, we refer to this “out-and-back” experiment as H1C1C2. The
experiment (Figure 1) transfers magnetization from H1′ via H1′-
C1′ multiple quantum coherence to C2′, which then evolves as
single quantum coherence during the constant-time (CT) evolution
period t1 (1/JC1′C2′ ) 25 ms) and is transferred back to C1′ (CT t2
evolution) and H1′ (detection,t3). No 1H decoupling is applied so
that the13C-{1H} doublet components in theF1 andF2 frequency
dimensions are separated by1JC2′H2′ + 1DC2′H2′ and1JC1′H1′ + 1DC1′H1′,
respectively. Because no1H pulse is applied between thet1 andt2
evolution periods, protons retain their spin state and the two C1′-
{H1′} doublets are displaced relative to one another by2JC1′H2′ +
2DC1′H2′ (Figure 2A). Similarly, the two C2′-{H2′} doublets are
displaced by2JC2′H1′ + 2DC2′H1′. A fifth coupling, 3JH1′H2′ + 3DH1′H2′,
is available from theF3 displacement between the downfield and
upfield C2′-{H2′} doublets (Figure 2B). This displacement is
caused by the final Rance-Kay magnetization transfer from C1′
to H1′, which does not change the H2′ spin state due to the C1′-
selective nature of the13C 180° pulses, analogous to an invariant
HR spin state in HNCA-type E.COSY measurements of3JHNHR.12

Because of relaxation during the Rance-Kay transfer, not all of
the H2′ spins return to their original spin state, resulting in a ca.
20% reduction in the1H-1H E.COSY displacement for the RNA
oligomer studied here.13

Because of the high efficiency of each magnetization transfer
step, the sensitivity of the H1C1C2 experiment is good, despite
the presence of two CT periods, of durations 1/JC1′C2′ for t1 and
1/(2JC1′C2′) or 3/(2JC1′C2′) for t2. Experiments were carried out at
800 MHz on a sample containing 1.9 mM uniformly13C enriched
RNA oligomer, derived from helix-35 ofE. coli 23S ribosomal
RNA (Figure 2C). Couplings were measured in the isotropic state

and in the presence of 22 mg/mL of liquid crystalline Pf114

(Supporting Information). In the absence of overlap, two independ-
ent measures are available for each splitting (Figure 2), and their
pairwise reproducibility provides an estimate of the random error:
e0.5 Hz for1JC2′H2′ + 1DC2′H2′ and2JC2′H1′ + 2DC2′H1′ in the aligned
medium, and somewhat better for the isotropic values, due to the
higher signal-to-noise ratio. Because of the higherF3 resolution,
reproducibility is best for3JH1′H2′ + 3DH1′H2′, e0.3 Hz. Thus, the
measurement error for the2DC2′H1′, 2DC1′H2′, and3DH1′H2′ couplings
is small relative to the observed range of these couplings (Sup-
porting Information).

As expected,15,16 the isotropic values for1JC1′H1′, 2JC1′H2′, and
3JH1′H2′ clearly correlate with the ribose ring pucker: In the A-form
stem region, where ribose ring puckers are C3′-endo, we find1JC1′H1′
) 175.5( 0.5 Hz for purines, 179.4( 0.5 Hz for pyrimidines;
1JC2′H2′ ) 157.5 ( 0.5 Hz for purines, 159.1( 0.5 Hz for
pyrimidines;2JC1′H2′ ) 2.6 ( 0.2 Hz for purines, 2.0( 0.2 Hz for
pyrimidines;2JC2′H1′ ) -1.7 ( 0.5 Hz for purines,-2.5 ( 0.5 Hz
for pyrimidines;3JH1′H2′ e 1.5 Hz for both purines and pyrimidines.
Values considerably outside of these ranges are found for many of
the loop nucleotides (Supporting Information).

With the exception ofψ746, for which C1′ resonates outside
the region selected by the shaped13C pulses, and the terminal G737
which is not13C-enriched, a complete set of five dipolar couplings
was obtained for each nucleotide. An SVD fit of the stem region
(G738-U744/A753-C759) dipolar couplings to a model A-form
RNA helix (PDB entry 1QCU) yields values for the magnitude
and rhombicity of the alignment tensor:Da

CH ) -20.8 Hz,R )
0.31 (Supporting Information). A systematic grid search as a
function of Da

CH and R of the alignment tensor,17 allowing its
orientation to vary, is then applied to individual riboses that are
constrained to C3′-endo on the basis of theirJ couplings. Such a
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Figure 1. Pulse sequence of the H1C1C2 experiment. Narrow bars and
wide bars represent 90° and 180° pulses, respectively. Unless otherwise
indicated, all pulses have phasex. Shaped pulses are of the 180° reBURP
type19 and have durations of 2.7 (centered at H1′) and 1.0 ms (C1′) at 800
MHz 1H frequency. Delay durations:∆ ) 1/2JC1′H1′, τ ) 1/4JC1′C2′. For
the C1′ constant-time evolution period,δ ) 1/4JC1′C2′ for optimal signal-
to-noise;δ ) 3/4JC1′C2′ for optimal F2 resolution. Phase cycling:φ1 )
4(-y),4(x); φ2 ) 2(y),2(-y); φ3 ) x,y; φ ) y; φ ) x; receiver )
x,-x,-x,x,-x,x,x,-x. Quadrature detection was obtained in the13C dimen-
sion by simultaneously incrementingφ1, φ4, andφ5 in the regular States-
TPPI manner. Pulsed field gradients are sine-bell shaped with durations
of G0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 0.25, 0.4, 0.4, 1.0, 1.0, 0.25, 0.25, 0.203, 0.3 ms,
peak amplitudes ofG0,1,2) 40 G/cm;G3,5,7) 50 G/cm;G4,8 ) -50 G/cm;
G6 ) 30 G/cm, and directions ofG0,1,2,5,6) z,z,y,y,(xy), G3,4,7,8 ) (xyz).
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grid search reveals allDa
CH and R combinations that fit the data

within experimental error.17 Results indicate thatDa
CH andR are

uniform throughout the stem (Supporting Information). However,
when the same analysis is applied to the terminal nucleotide, C760
(also in a C3′-endo conformation on the basis of itsJ couplings),
a 15% reduction ofDa

CH is found (Figure 3). This smaller alignment
magnitude is attributed to increased motion of the terminal
nucleotide relative to the stem. Interestingly, most of the grid search
solutions that fit the data within experimental error (contoured
region in Figure 3) indicate increased rhombicity for C760 relative
to the stem. Note that, in general, dynamics of a rigid element such
as a C3′-endo ribose relative to the overall structure will scale its
alignment tensor principal components differentially, that is, alter
its rhombicity.10

Most loop riboses have3JH1′H2′ and dipolar couplings that are
incompatible with a C3′-endo conformation. For example, for A749,
only a C4′-exo pucker (or a dynamic average of different puckers)
satisfies the dipolar couplings (Supporting Information). A grid
search analysis, using such a C4′-exo reference structure, indicates
a reduction inDa

CH by ca. 50% for A749 relative to the stem
(Supporting Information).

Simultaneous measurement of five dipolar couplings from a
single cross-peak pattern is easily adapted to numerous other spin
systems, including CR sites in proteins, and H6-C6-C5 fragments
in pyrimidine bases. For this latter application, where all vectors
are in a single plane, only three dipolar couplings carry independent
information, but the availability of five measured values can be
used to check internal consistency of the experimental data.18
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Figure 2. Cross sections taken through the 800 MHz 3D H1C1C2 NMR
spectrum of the RNA shown in (C), recorded with a shortt2 (C1′) evolution
period of 11.7 ms, in the presence of 22 mg/mL of Pf1 (t1,max ) 24.3 ms,
t3,max ) 68.2 ms; total measuring time 18 h). (A) Small region of a13C-
13C plane, taken atF3 (1H) ) 5.79 ppm, showing1H-coupled C1′-C2′
correlations for G739 (multiplet components connected by long dashes),
and for A743 (short dashes). Separation between multiplet components
corresponds to the marked couplings of interest. In the absence of overlap,
two independent measurements of each coupling are available per residue;
only one set of these is marked. (B) Small region of a C2′-H1′ (F1,F3)
cross section, taken atF2 (C1′) ) 92.26 ppm (at the position marked by an
arrow in (A)), displaying correlations for A743 and four other nucleotides.
F3 displacement between the doublet components corresponds to the H1′-
H2′ coupling.

Figure 3. Evidence for reduced effective alignment of the terminal C760
in helix-35ψ746 RNA. The contour plot outlines the region whereDa

CH and
R values for a C3′-endo ribose are compatible with all C760 dipolar
couplings (solid contour atø2 e ε2 ) 4 Hz2, that is, corresponding to aε
) 2 Hz error in the normalized dipolar couplings). Besides1DC1′H1′, 1DC2′H2′,
2DC2′H1′, 2DC1′H2′, and 3DH1′H2′, experimental values for1DC1′C2′, 1DC3′H3′,
and 1DC4′H4′ were also included in generating the contour. The solid dot
marks theDa

CH andRvalues from an SVD fit of couplings from the helical
stem to an A-form RNA helix (PDB entry 1QCU) and corresponds toø2/N
) 12.8 Hz2 for the C760 couplings.
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